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This report provides interim documentation of a study
being performed by Kaman Avipyne for the NASA Electronics
Research Center under Contract No. NAS 12-2097. The study
objective is to develop and evaluate automatic guidance modes
and associated software for Phase II of the NASA/ERC V/STOL
Avionics Program. The initial part of the effort, which is
	 ,r
described in this report, has been restricted to the longi-
tudinal axis of the guidance system, i.e. the vertical plane.
The purpose of the guidance system is to control the
position and velocity of the vehicle to satisfy specified
flight objectives, e.g. to transport passengers from one air-
port to another under zero visibility conditions. In per-
forming this task, the guidance system accepts position and
velocity information from the navigation system, and generates
velocity commands for the flight control system which provides
the direct control of the vehicle maneuvers by control displace-
meets (Figure 1).
The remainder of this report discusses the analytical
development of the guidance concept, the simulation employed
3	
to evaluate its performance, and the results obtained.
ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Simplified Model of Controlled Vehicle
As mentioned above, the guidance system is to generate
























Figure 1. Block Diagram of V/STOL Avionics Systems
commands would be instantaneously achieved by a perfect auto-
pilot. In reality, the combined dynamics of the flight con-
trol system and aircraft introduce delays in the response to
a command, Fortunately, however, the response time of the
controlled vehicle (on the order of a second), is generally
short in comparison to the characteristic time of the guidance
function (on the order of ten seconds). Thus, as seen from the
guidance system, velocity commands are very nearly instantly
achieved.
The guidance analysis commenced w1th the simplest
possible representation of the controlled vehicle — a perfect
2 -
s,,
autopilot. That is, actual velocity is equal to commanded
velocity:
x • Vx • Vx	 (1)
C
z • V 	 V 	 (2)C
where x and z are the position coordinates of the vehicle in
the vertical plane; Vx and V  are, respectively, the horizontal
and vertical, components of inertial velocity in the vertical
plane; Vx and Vz are the corresponding velocity commands.
C	 c
(See Figure 2 for a definition of the coordinate system and
nomenclature.) Since final time is not of great importance,
it is more convenient to use range,x,instead as the independent
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Figure 2. Coordinate System and Nomenclature for
Longitudinal Analysis
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where z is the single state variable; x is the independent
variable; V
xc	zc
and V are the control variables.
Linearized Model
The simplified equation of motion, Eq. (3), may be
linearized by considering first-order perturbations about a
nominal trajectory. The perturbation form of Eq. (3) is
d(d z) /dx s G bu	 (4)
where G is a 1 X 2 matrix
G	 (-Vz ' Vx ^ Vx 2	 ( 5)
cn	cn	 cn




The perturbation quantities are defined as
a ( ) = ( ) - ( )n	 (7)






Having described the approximate motion of the vehicle
in the vicinity of the nominal trajectory, we may now apply
the quadratic synthesis technique (Ref. 1) to find a linear
feedback guidance law. A convenient performance index to
choose for this purpose is one which is a quadratic function
of the control and state variable perturbations:
x f
J	 7ZSf(6 z)x=x +'JJ	 CA 6z2 + 6uT B 6u I dx	 (8)f Xi
where x i and xf are, respectively,the initial and final range.
The quantities S f and A weight the penalties associated with
terminal and enroute altitude errors, and the matrix B penalizes
control deviations during the flight:
	
gf . 6zf-2	 (g)
-1






s xf	 Q	 (6V z
co
The parameters 6 
zf , 6 zo , 6 V 	 and 6V 	 must be chosen toco 	co
provide satisfactory altitude control within allowable limita-




FThe minimization of the performance criterion, Eq. (8)
subject to the perturbation equation of motion, Eq. (4), yields
the linear feedback guidance law
6u	 _C(X)6z
	 (12)
where the feedback gain matrix C(x) is defined by
C = B" 1 GT S	 (13)
and B.1 is Lhe inverse of B [Eq. (11)], G  is the transpose of
G [Eq. (5)] and S is the solution of the matrix Riccati equation
dS = GB'O1 GTS2 . A	 (14)
with the boundary condition
4r
S(xf)










, Eq. (12) 9 is
- Cv ( Z- Zn)	 (16)
X
- CV














Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration of
the velocity -command guidance system with the simple model of
the controlled V/STOL used in the analysis. In the simulation
described below, and in actual implementation, the contents of
the dashed block " Controlled Aircraft" are replaced by the flight
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Figure 3. Longitudinal Velocity -Command Guidance System with
Simple Model of Controlled V/STOL Aircraft
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rSIMULATION
To evaluate the performance of the guidance, law described
above, a digital computer simulation of the longitudinal dynam-
Ot 	 ics of the tandem-rotor YHC-lA helicopter was developed by
modifying Program LIFT (Ref. 2). The important changes made
in LIFT are discussed below.
tow
Vehicle Model
The V.rst and most significant modification of LIFT was
the development of a model which adequately describes the aero-
dynamics of the helicopter. Two possibilities were investigated:
(1) An Analytical Model — This approach would utilize
an approximate analytical model which describes the
P	
aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle as functions
of altitude, velocity, pitch attitude and collective
stick displacement, where the last two variables are
the control inputs to the model. An analytical model
which was developed for this purpose is described in
Appendix A.
2 A Near-Trim Model — The alternative approach would
utilize the trim and stability derivative data con-
tained in Reference 3 to calculate the aerodynamic
forces and moments as functions of altitude, velocity,
pitch attitude, pitch rate, and both collective and
longitudinal stick displacements.
The advantages of the analytical model for guidance studies
are (1) it Ls simpler,in that it does not include the pitching
dynamics of the vehicle, and (2) it is got a linearized model
which relies on a near-trim assumption for tyalidity. On the




other hand, the near-trim model has the advantage of allowing
a more complete simulation of the vehicle dynamics, both trans-
lational and rotational, and including the flight control system
as well.
The near-trim model was eventually selected for the simula-
tion since it was anticipated that the aircraft would be flown
in the vicinity of trim to maintain reasonably comfortable
flights.	 Concequently, the aerodynamic forces and pitching
moment acting on the vehicle are represented in LIFT in the
following manner:
Fx = m g si.n 90 + Xu 6U + Xw &W + Xqq + X6 A 6 e+ X6
 
66 c 	 (20) 
e	 c













A()	 _	 (	 )	 -C	 ) o	 (23)
and the subscript o denotes the trim value of the indicated
quantity.	 The trim values e 0 , 6 e , 6 c	 and the stability de-
0	 0
rivatives Xu , Xw , etc. are linearly interpolated from data
tables as functions of V 	 and V.	 '1he trim values of the
x	 z
velocity components along body axes, U 0 and W0 , are
U0 	=	 vx cos e0 + Vz sin e0 	(24)




The stored data tables for the YHC-lA helicopter were obtained
from Reference 3 for the operating conditions shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Operating Conditions for YHC-lA Trim and




c.m. Position	 normal	 or
Iyy	 75,914 slug-ft2





*Extrapolated values used for non-zero rate of descent
cases.
The tables themselves and other vehicle data are contained in
Appendix B. Only sea level data were used since (1) complete
data for other altitudes were not available, and (2) all flight
tests will be restricted to low attitudes ( N 1000 ft) where
the data are just slightly different from sea level values. For
the non-zero rate of descent cases, data was unavailable for
forward speeds greater than 80 kts. Therefore, to complete the
tables for the interpolation routine in LIFT, values for the
higher speeds were extropolated, as indicated in Appendix B.
Another modification to Program LIFT was the addition of
a variable mass capability to account for fuel. consumption.
This requires the integration of another differential equation:
dm	










LIFT involved the inclu-
system which has been
n in Figure 4. The addi-
program was required to
as defined below.
The rate of fuel flow f is interpolated from a stored table of
trim values obtained from Reference 4 (see Appendix B).
F
Flight Control System
The second major change
Sion of the velocity-command
developed by NASA/ERC. This
tion of three state variable















eE = Kv CVx -Vx + KI Vx	 -e -TQq
x c	 vx EI
(29)
(30)
With these definitions, the control deflections are given by
6 e	 K9CeE + KIBEB	 I

























































































one source of difficulty arises in the selection of the
	
initial conditions for V x , 0 E and V z 	The solution adopted
EI 	 	 c 
was to assume the helicopter is initially in trim flight at the
selected initial Vx , Vz and z. The initial conditions then
become
eo(Vx•JVz•)







E^	 I	 a Ie
6 (Vx•'V z )co i i





The last important modification of LIFT was the impletnenta-
tion of the guidance scheme developed in the first section of
or
this report. This requires storing five pre-calculates', quantities
as functions of the independent variable range, x. The stored
histories are the nominal vertical postion,z n (x); the nominal
velocity commands, V  (x) and V 	 (x); and the feedback gains,
cn	 cn
Cv (x) and Cv (x). At each integration step, the current range
X	 Z
is used to interpolate the appropriate values of these quantities,





This section presents the results of applying the guidance
scheme described above to the approach phase of a VTOL aircraft
flight.
Nominal Approach Trajectory
Figure 5 illustrates the nominal approach trajectory, which 	 or
was based on the one used at NASA/ERC in the flight control
x
	 system analysis. As Shown, the approach phase begins at a range
of 3500 m (~ 11,500 ft) from touchdown at an altitude of 250 m
( ~ 800 ft), with the VTOL initially flying level at 25 m/sec
(~ 50 kts). At 3000 m ( 	 10,000 ft) from touchdown a con-
.
stant vertical acceleration transition is initiated. This phase
is completed at x = -2600 m ( --8500 ft) , when a flight: path
angle of -0.1 rad has been achieved. The constant rate of de-
scent of 2.5 m/sec (~ 500 ft/min) is maintained until an alti-
tude of 30 m (~ 100 ft) is reached, at which point the flare
maneuver is commenced. The flare itself consists of constant
vertical and horizontal accelerations such that the aircraft
levels off at an altitude of 10 m 	 30 ft). The horizontal
deceleration is maintained until the velocity has been reduced
to 5 m/sec ( ~ 10 kts). This condition is held for 20 seconds
to provide the pilot an opportunity to verify system performance.
The remainder of the trajectory consists of a final deceleration
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Figure 6 shows the nominal approach path on a speed vs
altitude plot. The shaded areas indicate the "dead man"
curves which have been assumed for the YHC-1A. These are the
areas from which a safe recovery could not be effected in the
event of a single engine failure. Since actual data for the
YHC-lA vehicle were unavailable, the "avoid" areas in Figure
6 were approximated from corresponding curves for the Vertol
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Figure 6. YHC-lA Height for Safe Landing After Single Engine




Using the nominal trajectory described above, approach
guidance feedback gains were calculated by integrating Eq.(14)
backwards, i.e. away from the touchdown point. Figures 7 and
8 show thePpains for the approach to the start of flare. Theg
weighting parameters which were used to obtain these gains are
given in Table 2. The value of bzo (-°D ) was selected such that	 •r^
enroute altitude deviations are not penalized. Hence the re-
sulting gains do not attempt to return the vehicle to the nom-
inal path from an cuff-nominal altitude, but rather try to funnel
it into the desired terminal (start--flare) altitude at the final
range. It is typical of terminal controllers for the gain magni-
tudes to increase rapidly as the final range is approached. Note
that C  is zero during level flight (x < -3000 m), i.e. the down-
x
range velocity command is entirely independent of altitude errors.





6z 	 1010 m
6V 	 0.1 m/sec
co
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As mentioned in the simulation discussion, the six guid-
ance quantities must be stored as functions of range from
touchdown. Table 3 gives the stored values which were used
for the simulation results that are presented below. Only
seven sets of data were stored. The values of the gains given
in Table 3 were chosen to give a good piecewise linear fit to
the continuous curves shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Simulation Results
A number of approaches were simulated with various off-
nominal initial conditions and winds. These are summarized in
Table 4, which shows the errors in the altitude and velocities
at the start-flare range. The table also indicates for each
case the number of the figure which plots the altitude, down-



















-3500 -250 25.0 0 0 0.0085
-3000 -250 25.0 0 0 0.0103
-2600 -230 25.0 2.5 -0.00123 0.0123
-1400 -110 25.0 2.5 -0.0027 0.027
- 900 - 60 25.0 2.5 -0.006 0.06
- 700 - 40 25.0 2.5 -0.018 0.18
- 600 - 30 25.0 2.5 -0.06 0.6
t	 - 20 -
range velocity and vertical velocity histories versus the range
from touchdown. For comparison, the nominal profiles given in
Table 4 are also shown in Figures 9 through 23.



















10 9 Nominal None 0 0 0
11 10 6h 	 = +50 m None + 0.40 -0.05 0.26
12 11 6h  = -50 m None -	 0.41 0.05 -0.27
13 12 6Vx.i= -10 m/sec None 0 0 0
14 13 6Vxi= +10 m/sec None 0 0 0
15 14 6Vz = - 5 m/sec None + 0.01 0 0i
16 15 6Vz = + 5 rm/ sec None -	 0.01 0 -0.01
i
19 16 :Nominal WX 10 m/sec -	 0.01 0 0
20 17 Nominal Wx= 10 m/sec 0 0 0
21 18 Nominal W  (5 +.02h)m/sec -	 0.01 -0.06 -0.01
22 19 Nominal WX (-5-.02h)m/sec +	 0.06 0.12 0.04
23 20	 I Nominal W z = +5 m/sec -	 0.01 0 -0.01
24 21 Nominal W z = -5 m/sec +187.93 -7.72 -2.58
25 22 Nominal M3. +10% 0 0 0




Figure 9 illustrates the system performance for nominal
initial conditions and no winds. Except for the transition
from level flight to the glide slope, the position and veloc-
ities are practically identical to the stored nominal values.
a	 actual	 'on during the transition isIn fact, the ctu 1 posits   g 	 i	 very
close to the true nominal, since the stored nominal indicated
on the figure is a piecewise linear approximation of the true
nominal.
Figures 10 and 11 show the effects of initial altitude
errors of t 50 m. Notice that the guidance system smoothly
funnels the helicopter into the nominal start-flare point.
Approaches with initial downrange velocity errors of f 10 m/sec
and vertical velocity errors of = 5 m/sec are shown in Figures
12-15. In all cases the velocity errors are quickly nulled
with only very minor altitude errors resulting during the first
few seconds of the approach.
The effects of a constant tailwind and headwind of
10 ff./sec are shown to bf practically negligible in Figures lh
and 17, respectively. Figures 18 and 19 present the results
with constant wind shears, i.e. linear variation of wind speed
with altitudes these produce a very small steady-state error
in downrange velocity. Constant vertical winds of t 5 m/sec
'	 a	 aare examined in Figures 2^ and 21. A vertic l wind tow rd the
ground has very little effect; however, the helicopter cannot





displacement command reaches its lower limit (0 cm). *
 Finally,
Figures 22 and 23 reveal that initial mass errors of = 10% have
practically no effect on the system's performance.
f
or
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3IMPLYFI^n HELICQPTER ^VL1L/^M EQUATIONS
s
The simple: t representation of a tandem ro^^^r he^.^.copter
e ^ fs in terms of an equivalent single. rotor at an ar^^^.c^ ^^ attack






^ ^ ysis below of helicopter lift and drag. forces is based on this
concept.	 The aerodynamic and gravitational forces acting on a
helicopter in the vertical plane are shown in Figure A-1.
Treating the helicopter as a point c^aass, the longitudinal eq •^:^=.: -
bons of motion are:
•
mV	 -gip-H cos ^a-ao) -T sin (a-ao) -mg sin Y	 (A-l)
mVY
	
T cos (a-a) -H sin (a-a) -mg cos Y	 (A-2)
r
0	 0




z	 V sin Y	 (A-4)
The state variables are the velocity V, the flight path
a	 ^ the controlangle Y, and the position coordinates x 	 nd z,
^. variables. are fuselage reference plane angle of .attack a and
^-










. ^	 _,^	 ,w^.	 ^	 _.	 .^,	 _	 _.^:	 ^_.













Figure A-1. For-ces Actfng on a ^Telcopter in the Verti4al Plane
Where:
1rtFP	 = rotor no- fee.thering plane
FRP = fuselage reference plane
T total thrust, both rotors
Ho total profile "horizontal," force ., both rotors
Hi	_ total induced."horizontal" force, both rotors
Dp	= ... total non-rotor parasite drag
a	 _
•	 o
dng"^ ^ between NFP and FRP
a	 _ FKP angle of attack, positive as shown.
H	 = total "horizontal" .force, both rotors
H	 ^	 Ho + H^	 (A-S^
.^ , .
Far b^a11 ankles and H ^< T, Eqs, (A-l} and ^A-^) are approxi-
mately
mV -^^-K -^' ^^-xa) -^^ sin Y {A-b}
With respect to the NFP, far an equivalent s#^ngle r+atar,
the thrust coefficient is	 see Reverence 6}:
'^






S total swept disk area, both rotors # ft2
c rotor solidity
f:R rotor tip speed, ftf sec
a blade section lift curve slope, per red,




^= _	 rotor advance ratio _	 ^ ^--
^.R (^-9)
{$
a rotor inflow ratio with respect to NFP:
^ ^
^^+^^
^ ^^ l Mfr-W ^ T ^/^^	 ^^ ^ ^ t ^^\	 © fj^-^^}	 4f^-
i









Substituting ^A-11) into (A-8) le^.ds to
Qa	 9
^.1+^
'With resp^act to the AYF`p , the profile horizontal force
coefficient is
C _ —=—	 0.45 Q C ^
	
^A-13 )
^o	 P S (f2R) ^	 ^o
where CD ^ blade section profile drag coefficient.
0
Again with respect to the NF'P, the total induced horizontal
force coefficient is (see Reference 6);
r
C	 ^Hi	 ^ cra ^ ° a + 1 ^,^^ - ^ ^a
i	 S( )
*^- ^µ,^.l - ^ SabZ'!- ^ µga ^	 (A-14)
where
jr" 8ao	
^ Lam+ C 1 ^ µ ^) " '^'
a1 =
1 - ^ ^Z
bl ^ µ$o
1 + iµ2






The total non-rotor parasite drag coefficient is aefined
with respect to the flight velo^:it^r vector;
k C^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^^.-15 }p
where
f	 parasite equivalent flat plate area, ft2 .	 -
-
,,
The above anafysis was applied to the calculation cf
' equilibrium flight values of ^ c and a for the LaRG YHC-1A 	 ^	 ,
t helicopter, where ( gee References 4 and 5) 	 ^
9.0°	 v ^ 80 kts
° 11.250
	 V } 80 kts
8 0	 (1.25 b e +_ 1}°
a	 ^	 . 05'3




Y	 ^	 10	 ^
nR	 ^	 678 ft/sec
f	 36,? ft
2S	 _	 367 ft
}
Results are compared with trim values calculated by the
Vertol Dvisionp Boeing Co., in fiable A-l. It inapparent from
thetable _ that..for the cases com tired, the 	 g
	
p	 .present method a reel	 ^




The. results ndica^ethat the simple force model. would. be adequate
for erformin relimina	 uidance anal yes.p	 gP	 r'Y$
?3
_. ^..	 -^	 ^	 ^_ .. -	 a
	
.-.. ^
	 ^ ^	 -
.,	 -	 _	 ..L	 ^ m- ^,^ -_
.,	 .^ 4. -. ,: .t.,^	 -_ :.
44
^ ^ Table A-I. Cotn^ar^.^on of Trim C^Iculatians for ^ and :^













kts fpm in in deg deg
40 1500 5.94 6.12 -13.8 -14.5
40 ^ ^.^^ ^.^.^ 6.55 6.3s
40 -1500s 1. 25 0.92 27.2 l7. i
80 1500 6.39 7.3b -$.8 -1C.5
80 0 3.85 4.24 2.3 1.6
^. 80 -1500 1.16 1.48 13.7 13.2
100 0 4.68. 4. $0 1. ^+ 1.4
Nate: (1)	 Calculated by Vertol Division,. Boeing. Co,
F.





^^ ^ ^4r yC1id ^l7iJ ^J;t#^^^J^ L ^l^+L 11 ^^^l^i ^. L"tL^ it ^ ^ yir 1i^? 1r/^
NASAILaRC Y^C-I.A H^LICdpT^F^
This appendix sucm^,arizes the data which has been. used in
Program LY^`T to simulate the longitudinal dynamics of thy. LBRC
YHC-1A helicopter. ,A11 of the data presented here were obtained
from 12eferences ^ and 4.
Table B-Y summarizes the pertinent physical chaxacteristics
of the vehicle, including control displacement limits.. Tables
B-II through B-2V give the trim conditions, fuel flow and sta-
bility derivatives as functions of forward speed far three rates
of descent. The data. in T^b1es B-Il through ^-I^' were calculated
fora $roes weight of 13,404 lbs, normal c. g. ^asition end sea
level flight. In "fables ^-ILI and B-IV {.non-zexo rate of desc+^nt^,
the data for forward speeds greater than $0 knots wars extrap-
olated from 80 knot values by a$8uming constant offset from
corresponding zero rate of descent Table B -II) data. Far the
reader's convenience, the data in Tables B-rI through B-IV are
plotted in Figures B-1 to B-4.
Becau$e of the different units in which the data was pro-







Table ^-I.	 ^hyai^al Characteri^ti^s c ► ^' La^G YHC=lA Helicopter	 '
Operating u^ass 678 kg ^13, 4Q^ lb^}
^itcbn^; ^at^r^ent of inertia, I 102,98 kg=m2 ^75,^14 ^1ug•ft ? ^ ,''
2
^e^^rence area, 	 S 341 m (3b70 ft )
e stance chord	 ^^^ 0.4572 m 1.5 ^^C	 3
Control ^rarrel limits
Collective eticic,	 b e 0 _- 32.512 cm {^ -- 12.8 ink
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